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The Trend Of Socialism in Europe

THE decision of the German government to put

off the Constituent Assembly until February 2

suggests that the Scheidemann group are finding

themselves in much the same predicament as was Ke-

rensky, while the demand by the soldiers that the

"Assembly be held immediately parallels the action of

the Bolshevik! before the November revolution.

German soldiers returning from the front are dis-

posing of their arms and munitions to the civilians

for a few marks and the fact that the left wing Social-

ists are the purchasers would point to the possibility

of an armed demonstration along the lines of the Bol-

shevik precedent. The report that the present govern-

ment is attempting to exclude the Russian delegates

or ambassadors would tend to strengthen this belief

as it is only when these propagandists are achieving

success that such measures become necessary. The

capture of the censorship by the Soldier's Councils is

further evidence that the Soviet idea is spreading as

this means that the councils will now control the agen-

cy of propaganda.

Such news as comes from Austria would indicate

that all is not well with the bourgeoisie there; the fail-

ure of the last sitting of the Austrian Council of the

Empire, the storming of the parliament building in

Vienna by the Socialists, and the subsequent hoisting

Cot

the red flag together with the capture by the Social-

ists of the Xeue Freie Presse would indicate that the

people have no intention of allowing their will to the

thwarted.

The Revolution in Germany has an ally in the So-

cialist Soviet Republic of Russia; and it is developing

new allies among the proletariat of the other European

nations.

In Switzerland, Holland, Sweden, Denmark and

Spain strikes, riots and demonstrations are sweeping

onward, symptomatic of a developing revolutionary

struggle everywhere in Europe against Capitalism and

Imperialism. Bolshevism in Austria seems to be

sweeping onward almost as rapidly as in Germany,

While these governments of Europe are intriguing

against the Soviet Republic, eager to crush Bolshev-

ism in Russia, the European proletariat is accepting

the revolutionary Socialist struggle against Imperial-

ism.

In Switzerland strikes and riots are raging, while

the Bolshevik Legation has been expelled. A general

railway strike has been declared, strikers and troops

have clashed in Zurich, and trade and industry is

paralyzed. The Swiss revolutionary- Socialists have

acted as purveyors of information between the Social-

ists of the belligerent nations, and to the neutral world.

They have particularly rendered service in spreading

.information about Soviet Russia.. They are now

turning to action.

Denmark is seething. Strikes and riots have broken

out in Denmark. Independent Socialists in Sweden

tare issued a manifesto urging the formation 01

omen's and Soldiers' Councils in order to estab-

lish a Socialist Republic. General demobilisation of

the army and an eight-hour working day arc demand-

ed. The Socialist paper "Politiken" urges the con-

,r.t Assembly elected by general

Miffrv

the crown and the dynasty

was held Monday in Copenhagen.

f Holland, represent-

me revolutionary group, has issued a manifesto

in favor of a Soviet government, and pledging its

solidarity with Eolshevik Russia. The Dutch govern-

ment is apprehensive of oncoming Bolshevism. Inten-

sive revolutionary propaganda is being carried on.

The Social-Democratic Party, the party of Anton Pan-

necoek, Henriette Roland-Hoist, Herman Gorier and

J. Wynkoop is completely Bolshevik, and one year

ago was designated by the Soviet Government as its

agent to secure news from neutral and belligerent

nations.

A few days ago, Wynkoop made a speech in the

second chamber of the Dutch parliament demanding

the abdication of the Queen. He urged that the troops

under demobiliation should refuse to surrender their

arms and called on the workers to declare a general

strike. Following the refusal of the Queen to abdicate

a demonstration was staged in Amsterdam that re-

sulted in an armed clash between the soldiers and the

revolutionists in which several persons were killed and

wounded. The street fighting lasted for several hours.

'.Vynkoop is the editor of the Socialist left wing

daily The Tribune which is published in Amsterdam.

Apparently, the Russian, Austrian and German

Revolution may develop into a general European rev-

lution—a revolution against Capitalism and Imperial-

ism.

In Italy, no recent news is at hand, but the Socialist

Party there, the majority party, is completely Bolshe-

vik. It opposed Ital/s entry into war and acted against

the government during the war. After the military

disaster at Caporetto, the Socialist Party declared

that, in spite of the invasion of Italian territory, it

would not cease its propaganda against the war. In

December 1917, the Socialist deputy in the parliament,

Morgari, declared that the Socialists wanted peace,
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In France, the Socialist Party is becoming more
and more radical. The reactionary •

fed by

Albert Thomas and Marcel Cachin, have lost all in-

fluence. The party is now transforming itself, the

Bolshevik forces represented by Loriot becoming more

and more powerful. Last year there were * f;-

revolutionary disturbances in France, in the army and

in the cities.

The British proletariat is restive. The miners, led

by Robert Smillie, have been aggrt -ougfa

the war. Shortly after the start of the great German

offensive in March, Smillie, at a tremendous meeting

bitterly denounced the war. In an article in the "Met-

ropolitan" for August, Arthur Gleason declared that

common unorganized labor—the overhelming major-

ity of the workers—had caught fire from Bolshevism

and were out to wreck the existing social system.

The decision of the British Labor Party to withraw

from the government would support this contention.

There are at present several labor men members of

the coalition government but it is authoritatively stated

that if they insist on remaining within the government

ranks they will not be allowed to stand for re-election

at the forthcoming general election as members of tie

British Labor Party. This decision of the Labor Party

while not very radical in itself, may cause a breach

through which may emerge more aggressive mass

action.

The general election in Ireland is expected to prac-

tically end the career of the ill-fated Irish Party, and

to introduce as a factor in Irish politics the Irish Labor

Party. The laborites will contest four seats in the

city of Dublin, and about fifteen other constituencies

throughout the country. Jim Larkin, the general se-

cretary of the Irish Transport and General Workers

Union, who is at present in
•'

and is pro-

hibited from landing in any part of the British Empire,

has been nominated for the strongest scat in Dublin

and is expected to carry the election in ?pi!e of his

exile. All over the island strikes are in progrc
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STARVING THE REVOLUTION!

IN
A note to the Swiss Minister, acting- for the

German Government, Secretary of State Lansing

on November 13, in answer to Chancellor Ebert's

appeal for food-stuffs, declared that the Amrican go-

vernment "is ready to send food-stuffs into Germany
without delay."

This is well ; the fearful misery must -be assuaged.

But the note adds that President Wilson will "take

up the matter immediately with the Allied Govern-

nients, provided he can be assured that public order

is being and will continue to be maintained in Ger-

many and that an equitable distribution of food can

be clearly guaranteed."

Why the provision about "order" being maintained,

and what is meant by "order"? Does it mean that

if the German Revolution continues on its course

relentlessly and to the complete overthrow of Cap-

italism, that this might be interpreted as "disorder"

and the attempt be made to starve the Revolution

into submission? This interpretation is being made:

is it the conception of the government?

A Revolution necessarily means a certain amount

of disorder, since it implies a complete change of

society and arouses violent antagonisms. Every rev-

olution—the American Revolution, the French Rev-

olution, the Russian Revolution, and now the German

Revolution—is characterized by disorder, a disorder

out of which arises the order of a new society and a

er life.

Shall the control of the food of the world be used

to crush" the German Revolution, which is now the

hope of the world? We do not know if this is pre-

cisely the meaninng of Secretary Lansing's words,

but our fears are aroused by the systematic press

campaign in favor of intervention in Germany should

the revolution definitely develop into a Socialist Rev-

olution. The Revolution is the test of the American

pledge of "self-determination of peoples." Self-de-

termination is for Socialist nations as well as Capital-

ist nations.

Moreover, at this time, we must remember that for

one year the Allies have been starving the Russian

people as a means of starving out the Russian Rev-

olution and destroying the Soviet Government. Their

policy has been based on the assumption that if the

Russian people starved enough they might make a

counter-revolution and annihilate the Soviet Govern-

ment

For one year Soviet Russia has been cut off from

the world, blockaded and completely isolated. Com-

munications, intellectual and commercial, have been

broken. While Germany prevented egress by way of

the Black Sea and Constantinople, the Allied soldiers

and fleets prevented egress by way of Archangel and

Vladivostok. Russia could not communicate with the

world; Russia could not secure food or agricultural

machinery from other nations, for which it was will-

ing to pay in gold or raw materials, and which were

indispensable in the great task of reconstruction, x tie

Russian people have been starving and suffering ana

dying, but they have refused to run against their inv-

olution \ Alt the svmpathy they have received have been

screeds in the newspapers describing terrible hunger

in Russia and blaming the Bolshevik! ! But this isola-

tion and blockade of Russia is largely responsible tor

the scarcity of food.

In addition to this blockade, there was the Czecho-

slovak adventure. The Czecho-Slovaks were to be-

come the centre of a counter-revolution; all they

accomplished was to cause more misery and starvation

in Russia, to demoralize the railways and the food

supply system, with terrible consequences to the Rus-

sian people.

The blockade of Russia must immediately cease.

Ejovcrnment must be allowed to purchase

ere shall be no starving of the German

TWO STRUGGLES

GERMANY is in the throes of a revolutionary convulsion
—that is the one definite impression conveyed by the
meagre and often contradictory news of events. Rev-

olution and counter-revolution are struggling for supremacy.
One must tread his way through the uncertain reports pf
events by means of Socialist theory, and the social and
Socialist alignment of forces in Germany.
The correspondents are quite clearly hypnotized by the

activity of the provisional governments, three or four of
which have been organized since the Revolution marched
on to. action. Organizing provisional governments seems to

be the favorite industry of the bourgeois liberals and the

petty bourgeois Socialists in Germany, as in Russia. These

provisional governments are apparently organized by cliques,

the Reichstag having disappeared; what power they possess

is due to the fact that things have not come to a head, and

their only real power is the power of appeal to a people

being revolutionized by events.

The news of the "All-Socialist" Provisional Government

recently was greeted enthusiastically by the radical and

gloomily by the conservative. But this government was So-

cialist only in name ; it included the utterly reactionary Ebert,

Scheidemann & Co., together with Haase, Ledebour and

Dittman of the Independent Socialists, and the "Spartacus"

revolutionary Socialist Barth, who for some reason accepted

the portfolio of "social policy." Barth's status in the govern-

ment was and still is uncertain. The "All-Socialist" govern-

ment arose out of some obscure impulse of compromise,

and was clearly a temporary shift. But the status of this

government itself is still more uncertain, since the news of

the appointment of the government's "department heads,"

including Dr. Dernburg and other unflinching representatives

of the bourgeoisie. Is this an expression of a definite counter-

revolutionary trend, or is it simply the stupidity and treason

of Scheidemann &Co.? Socialists of revolutionary persuasion

will not assume responsibility for such a government, all

the tmore since the titular head of the government, "Social-

ist" Chancellor Ebert, is using the threat of "anarchy" to

discourage the revolutionary masses. The revolutionary So-

cialist can only fight this government

But these provisional governments represent the appear-

ance of reality, and not reality itself. The actual destiny

of the revolution is being decided by election of the masses,

by the movement and tendency represented by Karl Lieb-

knecht, Otto Ruhle, Rose Luxcnburg and Franz Mehrng.

But scarcely any news is transmitted of these real events

being made by the masses, of the tendency and movement

of the revolutionary proletariat,—precisely as in Russia, dur-

ing the period of Lvov, Kerensky & Co., scarcely any news

came of the action of the masses, of the movement and tend-

ency represented by Lenin and Trotzky, until they conquered

power.

A revolution is made by the action of the masses. It is

this elemental mass action, breaking loose against the oppo-

sition of the moderates and the government, that casts aside

fears and hesitation, topples over the imposing enginery of

authority, mobilizing the revolutionary energy and initiative

of the people for the assault against the old order and the

conquest of power. This tendency characterizes all revolu-

tions. Another characteristic is that the immediate revolution-

ary task accomplished, bourgeois representatives and the old

radical moderate opposition come into power and act against

the revolutionary masses—precisely as the "Socialist" Chan-

cellor Ebert is now doing by discouraging the onward march

of the revolution through cajolery and threats of "anarchy"

and disaster should new revolutionary action develop. But

this new revolutionary action is absolutely indispensable to

accomplish the real task of the Revolution. The struggle

cf the masses now becomes a struggle against their own

moderate representatives. These representatives try to dis-

perse the masses, to discourage any new revolutionary action,

to limit the revolution within the deadening bounds of the

parliamentary bourgeois state as a purely political revolution

and to prevent this political revolution from developing de-

finitely into a social and economic revolution.

This alignment characterizes not only the proletarian rev-

olution in Russia arid Germany, but in lesser force character-

ized previous revolutions, the bourgeois democratic revolu-

tion.

The French Revolution, historically and in accomplishments

a bourgeois revolution, was made by the dynam.c mass action

of the people: the bourgeoisie acted only under the impulse

of the revolutionary energy and initiative of the masses. Bu

the middle class came into power, through the National

Assembly and the Constituent Assembly.-represcnt.ng a

'purel7pott tical tendency, desiring no fundamenta! change

? «m«,t much less in society, temporizing with the

'" SX^Jtat,^*K».fcriuaic It was the action

TX masles fhat compelled drastic political changes, that

°LftSaS the monarchy; and the struggle b**

W the middle das- liberals »* bitter. <"lfn 'c
-

fun "^ and the , c l«™™*

Aggressively aimed to broaden and deepen the revolution, a
powerful communist movement developing in favor of a
social and economic revolution. This fundamental tendency
aroused the violent and murderous opposition of the bour-
geois class. The masses through the much-maligned Terror
(which was the savior of the bourgeois democratic phase
of the Revolution, even) conquered temporarily; but they
could not retain power, being dispersed by the counter-rev-
olution and crushed by Napoleon.

These two struggles were apparent, in a minor expression,
during the abortive 1848 Revolution in Gen^any and the
successful 1848 Revolution in Paris.

In a Socialist expression, these two struggles determined
the destiny of the Russian Revolution, which developed de-
finitely into a proletarian revolution initiating the rtoonst-
ruction of society on a communist Socialist basis,—against
the moderate, political and democratic tendency of the bour-
geois liberals land the moderate petty bourgeois "Socialists."

These two struggles, these two irreconcilable conceptions
of the Revolution, are for the moment engaged in a desperate
grapple in Germany. The issue is clear, but the strength of
the struggling forces is stilt obscure.
The political tendency, represented by the bourgeois liber-

als and the moderate Socialists, particularly by Scheidemann,
Ebert & Co., aims to reconstruct the government, to trans-
form the old autocracy into a democratic parliamentary re-
public. The old regime of Kaiserism has been shattered by
the revolutionary action of the masses; this has created an
opportunity for organizing a democratic republic, and this

is the task of the "Provisional Government" and the mo-
derate Socialists genemlly. But this democratic republic

would be a bourgeois republic, with Capitalism retaining in-

dustrial and consequently political supremacy. It might be

a "radical" republic, it might even continue for an indefinite

period a republic graced—or disgraced by the Socialist ca-

mouflage of Scheidemann, Ebert & Co., but it would still

be a bourgeois republic, still the republic of the capitalist

and the financier, of the sweater of labor.

The moderate Socialists, in Germany and in Russia, justify

this attitude by declaring that conquest of political democracy

is necessary before the definite struggle for Socialim may
begin. But you had bourgeois democracy under the Russian

Ebert, Kerensky; you have bourgeois democracy under the

German, Kerensky, Ebert: the struggle may begin for the

fundamental industrial democracy of Socialism, particularly

as the revolutionary action against autocracy has created

a breach in the old order through which the Socialist

proletariat may emerge for revolutionary action and

the conquest of power. Bourgeois democracy is a feter

upon the action of the revolutionary proletariat; it is not,

under the conditions of Imperialism, any phase of the Social-

ist struggle. The slogans of democracy—of bourgeois de-

mocracy—are counter-revolutionary, in Germany as in Rus-

sia. The moderate Socialist policy in Germany abandons and

betrays the great hopes iaroused by the proletarian revolu-

tion in Germany.

The democratic republic is accomplished in German^;

therefore, on with the revolutionary struggle against Capital-

ism and for Socialism I—this is the general policy of the

revolutionary Socialist, of the economic and social tendency

of the proletarian masses. This tendency, instinctively in

action during the French Revolution, the conqueror in Russia,

is now in Germany mobilizing the masses for the revolutionary

struggle against Capitalism and Imperialism. The Revolu-

tion must become definitely a proletarian revolution: upon

that depends the destiny of Socialism in Europe. This revo-

lutionary tendency struggles for a dictatorship of the prole-

tariat, for a new state of the organized producers, for :hc

expropriation of capital,—and once in power, this tendency

would accomplish its Socialist task much more easily and

swiftly, immediately proceed further in the direction of

actual Socialism, than in Russia, because of the superiorly

of industrial and technological development. The policy of

revolutionary Socialism builds upon the accomplishments

of Russia, seeks to conserve and extend the conquest ot the

Russian revolutionary proletariat.

Every real revolution sets the masses in motion, loosens

their energy and initiative. The masses must not only act

initially, they must continue to act. to develop from instru-

ments of revolutionary act- as mto the masters of evolu-

tionary government-*/ their own government. The Res-

olution must broaden and deepen itself in the action and the

consciousness of the masses; the "provinonal govemmem

the policy of the moderate Soculists. deaden this necessary

revolutionary action and consciousness, while the policy ot

the revolutionary Socialists ,n Germany broaden, and val-

ues this act.on and consciousness The OgrwiqP <rf the

revolutionary masses, in Germany » fa Russia, are the

CouncU* of Workmen's and Soldiers* De.ega.es. These «.«

in Germany; but the two struggles are proceeding withm

he Council! as in society at large. In the Councils, as .0 the

government, the moderate, , ** ?%'*%%£
Jevoluuonarv tendency is still unclear: but clarity devek*.

under the pressure of events and revolutionary propaganda.

How i r the Roolunon has actually 9^*J*™~
LdamentaHy and d >

n-i,a!l>.-upon «h« **^j£
course of events in Germany. The Councils must be reroJ

The two tendenck J**'
ecunter-revolutionar

'' JE.
^Id cUblish a democrat* rep y**-
.uthor

:,tanaa reroteson m K»a*a.
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Why Soviet Russia Made Peace
By N. Lenin

77m Qftlcli, published here for the first time in the United

States, ilthit in Russian or English, consists of Lenin's

"theses" urging the acceptance of the lirest IMovsk treaty.
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cause etc., etc. This resistance is so obstinate and assumes

»uch varying forms, that the conflict must go on for some

months, since the victory of Socialism is not possible until

all the encumbrances have been removed.

i, Finally, the task oi socialist reorganisation in Russia is

so great anil so difficult, both because oi the petit bourgeois

elements who arc taking part in the rev. .hit ion, and because

of the unsatisfactory level of the proletariat, that its solution

still requires some time.

5, All this means that the success of the Russian Revolu-

tion will require, at least for some months, that ithe Russian

Government shall have a free hand, in order to conquer the

bourgeoisie in its own country, in outer then to undertake

the great task oi reconstruction.

6, The international policy of the Soviets must he based

chiefly on the conditions of the revolution in Russia, for me
international situation, In the fourth year is such that in

gcnertal, it is not possible to fix a time for the overthrow o*

imperialistic powers (including the German Government).
There is no doubt that revolution must anil shall break out
in Europe, All our hone in a decisive victory of Socialism
is based on this conviction, on this scientific hypothesis. Our
propaganda in general, and that of fraternisation in parti-

cular, must be deepened and extended. But it would be an
error to base the tactics of the socialist government on the
probability that the European Revolution, particularly the
German, will take place within a few months. As prediction
is here absolutely impossible, all efforts in this direction
would be a uierc Ramble.

7, The negotiation of the lirest Litovsk Treaty 1ms now
(January f, -pig) shown that the military party has gained
the upper hand in the German Government, ami that this
party has its own way with the governments of the other
countries in the Quadruple Alliance. The military party
already has actually sent an ultimatum to Kussia, the official
form of which we may expect in a few days. This ultimatum
means: either the continuation of the war or the conclusion
Ol « peace by annexation, i, c, the Germans will retain all
the district* occupied by them, while we must give UP the
d'Mr.cts occupied by Russian troops, and an Indemnity will
be imposed upon us (under the guise of a compensation for

of prisoners) of nearly three milliards, to
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tcokO, the commander of our army, one hundred roubles n

month for each soldier if we should continue to wage war.

And even if we should not accept a penny from the Entente,

wo should yet, aa far tas the outcome is concerned, Jiavie

become their agents in holding a portion of the German

troops at the front.

On this point: Wc can free oura elves as little in one case

as in the other, entirely from the imperialistic shackles, for

that is impossible without the annihilation of world-imperial-

ism, it therefore follows that after the victory of Socialism

in one country, these questions smtst not be decided from

the standpoint of a preference for one capitalism, but from

that of developing and strengthening under the most favor-

able conditions the social revolution that has already begun.

In short, our policy must be based, not on a choice between

two imperialisms, but on the nossibiity of strengthening the

Socialist revolution, or at leasst, on the necessity of enabling

it to offer resistance until the other countries join the rev-

olutionary movement,

ii. It is maintained that the German Socialist minority

has asked us to not to yield to German Imperialism. Hut we
do not coiisidei this a good interpretation. We have always
fought our own Imperialism, but the overthrow of the Im-
perialism ol one country by muans of an alliance with the
Imperialism of another is a line of action that wc reject

both on reasons of principle and because we consider' it

inadmissible. This argument, therefore, is really only a
repetition of the former one. If the international Socialists

of Germany should ask us to postpone the conclusion of
pc»ce for a time, and should guarantee US the out break of

the revolution in Germany by a fixed time, we mfght even-
tually lake the matter under consideration. But the German
international Socialists not only do not say this to us, but they
actually ore Saying, formally, "Offer as much resistance as
you can, but decide on this point in agreement with the
interests of the Russian Revolution, for st is impossible at
present to make any definite promises with regard to the
German Revolution."

ta. It is maintained thtit wc had promised to wage rev-
olutionary warfare and that the conclusion of a separate
peace was a betrayal of our own promise. This is not true
Wc spoke of the necessity of prepairing and waging revolu-
tionary xvorfare in the epoch of Imperialism. Wc said this
in contradiction of the theory of abstract pacifism, the total
negation of "national defense," in the epoch of Imperialism
and we satd this in order to resist the merely physical instincts
of some of the soldiers; but wc have never assumeid (the
obligation of waging a revolutionary war without for a mo-
ment asking ourselves whether it was possible to wage it at
a givftn moment. s

And now it

Wc are keeping

mises that circumstances ha'
published the secret trcali,

is our duty to prepare the revolutionary
i Uns promise, just as we have kept all

war.

kept all pro-
permitted us to keep: wc have

*»*Involution llui^h^.SSS? 5L?
MdP°,irt

°* tlW

3 Considering the arguments i

If th c German Revolution does not take place in a fcw
months, the continuation of the war would have ihr

QttCnCC that Still grratci defeat* would fore*- Etnam *
.

a sUll more oneroUJ peace; and peace would r.

by a Socialist, but by a mixed government, f ,

a coalition between the adherents of Chernov assd of 'the
bourgeois party <,r something of thr

peasant
amy, sick and tired of the war would overthrow the Socialist
government in a few weckjt.

18. Conditions being as indicated above, it (a intolerable
thus to jcapardirc the ale of the Russian Revolution.

19. The German Revolution wdl absolutely not be made
more difficult by thc conclusion of a separate peace. It will

probably be awakened for a time by chauvinism, but the
conditions in Germany will remain very critical. The war
with America and England will last long and Imperialism
will fully be unmasked completely, on both ndr 5 T^e
example <>f the Russian Revolution will continue to

the peoples of the world, and its influence will be esoi

On thc one side will be the bourgeois system and war tor
conquest waged by two imperialistic groups, on the other
peace and the Socialistic Republic

90, By a separate peace wc free ourselves, in sc

present conditions will permit, from thc two rmpenahit
coalitions; by taking advantage <>f their warfare and
mutual enmity preventing them from uniting against us,

Wc shall utilize the time so gained, in order to strengthen

the Socialist Republic in Russia.

The reorganization of Russia, based on thc dictatorship of
the proletariat, thc nationalization of banks and of big in-

dustry, the exchange of the products of the cities with thc

cooperatives of smtall peasants in thc country, is eoonoo
quite feasible, provided wc have a few months iw devote

energetically to the job. Such an organization will make
Socialism unconquerable in Russia, and will provide a per-

manent basis for thc formation of a powerful red army of

peasants and workers,

31. A truly socialistic war could not, at this moment, have

any other character than -that of a war between the socialistic

republic and the bourgeois countries, with the distinct object,

approved by thc red army, of overthrowing the bourgeoisie

in thc ofher countries.

But we cannot at present attack this object. In real**

wc should now fight for Liviand and Kurland. No M-v .

no Socialist of any kind, can deny, without contradicting

thc basic principles of Socialism, that the interests of SociaI

ism transcend the right of self-detennination of a nation

Our republic has done and continues to do all in its powtfl

to obtain for Finland and for the Ukraine the right to de-

termine their own lot. But, granting that the existence of

the Socialist Republic is threatened by the violation of the

right of Poland, Lithuania, and Finland to determine their

own fate, it is nevertheless self-evident that the interns

of thc Socialist Republic transcend all other considerations.

We ore not enthusiastic about the peace ba5ed on the I I

tion of Poland, make German Imperialism strong** *s

opposed to England, Belgium. Serbia, etc. The peace based

on the liberation of Poland, Lithuania, and Kurland would

be a patriotic peaqe from the standpoint of Russia, but it

would none the less be a peace with the Geraaan annexat on-

ists and Imperialists.
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the struggle between the moderate and radical So: sJ-

ists is going on. The Soheidcn alists are

unequivocaHy opposed to stirring up class hatred and
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